Mechanofluorochromic materials based on aggregation-induced emission-active boron ketoiminates: regulation of the direction of the emission color changes.
We report a series of mechanofluorochromic (MFC) compounds based on organoboron complexes with aggregation-induced emission (AIE) characteristics. We synthesized a variety of boron ketoiminates and investigated the effect of the substituents on the optical properties by altering the end groups in the compounds. The synthesized boron ketoiminates showed AIE properties and MFC behavior. Interestingly, the hypsochromic and bathochromic shifts of the emission bands individually observed for boron ketoiminates depended on the chemical structures of the end groups. From the X-ray diffraction and differential scanning calorimetry analyses, it was confirmed that the MFC property of boron ketoiminates should be derived from a phase transition between crystalline and amorphous states. In addition, the direction of the peak shifts of the emission bands was controlled by the degree of steric hindrance of the end group.